What is the “UN Music Ensemble in Geneva” ?

The “UN Musical Ensemble in Geneva” is a partnership offering a unique combination of music groups that brings
to any event a distinctive flair, a rare combination of musical and cultural diversity that reflects the global nature
and mission of the UN. The music is brought to your diplomatic, official, community or private event with special
attention paid to quality, subtlety and confidence, making your event an occasion to remember.

How is the UN Music Ensemble connected to the UN?

Several smaller ensembles
The Ensemble can break into smaller groups to suit any
occasion:

The Classical Music Ensemble

can bring European charm and subtlety to start an
evening or grace a quiet moment.

The UN Musical Ensemble was created by the UN Music Club, an association bringing together UN Staff Members
serving mostly in the UNOG and other UN agencies in Geneva, and their professional partner: Aqua Potable Music
Project. The Music Club has been performing at a high level for all kinds of occasions for official, staff and private
events within UNOG and beyond. Among other aspirations, the Music Club aims to reflect the main goals and
ideals of the UN Charer through its music : Peace, Cooperation and Understanding among Peoples and Nations.

A very broad repertoire

The approach is based on a very broad repertoire that will satisfy the requirements of any event. Whether it is a
diplomatic reception, an International Day Celebration, a community festival or a private event, this approach will
adapt to your needs, creating a wide range of musical atmospheres, spanning from classical music to jazz, world
music, pop and salsa.

The Blue Peacock JAZZ Septet +

(Swing, Bossa Nova, Modern Jazz, Latin Jazz) play the

kind of polished jazz which will bring a touch of swing
and artistry to make your evening sparkle and shine.

How does the UN Music Ensemble manage to offer a unique à-la-carte formula?

A large ensemble
The UN Ensemble for the Environment

At the core of our approach is a large ensemble staging 20-something musicians (instrumentists and singers) whose
special compositions are dedicated to the beauty of our planet and the
promotion of environmental awareness through inspirational music.

Aqua Potable Music Project

simply the best SALSA specialist in Geneva and possibly in
Western Europe (playing music by Buena Vista Social Club
and more) will bring everyone out of their seats onto the
dance floor to finish off the evening on a cheerful note.

THE WORLD MUSIC VIBRATIONS GROUP
plays music from different regions of the
World to suit any specific event such
as a national celebration
to reflect cultural pride
and identity.

